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The following of the artificial Covid19 pandemic,
and of the linked but blocked "great reset".
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One observation is now clear: having become unable of overcoming the opposition of their main
geopolitical opponents, the Western pluto-imperialist lobbies and their pseudo-elite accomplices no
longer support being militarily outclassed, politically outmoded, blocked in an economic impasse, and
prevented from escaping the societal self-destruction that themselves have spread.
As would do a predator with a psychically disturbed brain, and with a body weakened by its repeated predation failures, like a scorpion which ends up pricking himself
in a fit of insanity, their self-destructive reaction can no longer be aimed elsewhere
than against their own supporting societal body, Western society. This absurdity reveals a fatal degenerative sociopathology.
Because of this, they are unable to admit the failure of the big reset that they still think they need,
a failure due as much to their faults as to the opposition of their major Asian opponents (China and
Russia), who have recently made them lose battles, equipment, and credibility, in Syria and elsewhere. The next maneuvers of the Western pluto-imperialists will therefore involve new attempts of
massive poisoning of populations (including by vaccination excesses), and economic and/or sociopolitical collapse (followed or preceded by violent secessions and recompositions), penalising especially the least protected and cohesive nations and peoples.
Their next offensive will involve large-scale cyber-attacks, already planned, as an international
cyber security training/information called Cyber-polygon 2020, involving the main banks and hedge
funds, had been organized by the World Economic Forum (ex-Davos) in July 2020, to prepare for a
big and supposedly insurmountable crash. A crash that is in fact only the culmination of the general
collapse triggered in 2008, which they are only trying to hide and drive until the last moment to
protect their interests.
This process was officially confirmed on February 3, 2021, according to a scenario foreseen since
2008, both by writers in favour of the pluto-imperialist system and by eco-humanist analysts opposed
to this system (see especially here our archive texts published at the end of 2012). In case of a major
aggravation of this situation, I will publish other alert notices on this page and on the following ones,
but several facts are to be carefully followed right now:
- By self-defense reaction, more and more military servicemen have been involved in restoring the
public legitimacy of the affected nations, crystallizing around them the deepest majority discontents
(phenomenon already engaged in the USA, but also in Europe, with a focus in Spain, and now also in
France with a platform signed by more than 25,000 soldiers, generals in the lead). This is an encouraging sign, but will they have enough time to act appropriately, before societal damage has become
irreversible, especially as a result of vaccinal excesses?
- Because even if there is growing reluctance to the anti-covid19 vaccination which uses the new
Western mRNA vaccines, this is still not enough, whereas these vaccines mobilize proteins from the
corona of the SARScov2 virus to generate much more dangerous pathologies than the simple natural
effect of the virus, and permanently incapacitate natural defenses.

And if civil resistance to these vaccines is not sufficient, while such perverse vaccination, massively
made mandatory, can have a rapid and irreversible impact on the collective health of the concerned
populations, they will no longer be able to rebuild their societal potential.
Other peoples are more fortunate, since anti-Western opponents also vaccinate their populations,
but less, and without poisoning them on this occasion. In fact, even if they know that the real medical
interest in vaccination is low, the main rulers and leaders of the opposing countries (such as China,
Russia, Iran, Cuba, Venezuela, etc.) must simulate to treat seriously the Covid19 pseudo-pandemic. If
they did not do so, pluto-imperialists could immediately draw from it pretext to trigger locally colored
revolutions against them, with charges of endangerment of the people, by the NGOs and the mass
media that they wrongly manipulate. That is why this path has been preventively stalled.
With time running more and more against them, and to anticipate the possible self-defense reactions of the victims, a new major antisocial offensive of pluto-imperialist aggressors was therefore
organized at the initiative of the World Economic Forum, in relay of the disputed Covid19 pandemic
operation, and in application of the Cyber-Polygon 2020 forecast.
This new offensive is called Cyber-polygon 2021. It must be preceded by a setting repeat early July
2021, then applied from September 2021. According to the announced plans, this means a synchronized global cyber-attack targeting key sectors of health, finance, international regulatory agencies,
and supply chains. All this must provoke a deep disorganization of the usual means of existence of
the concerned peoples, generating even more chaos and violence, but which will ultimately achieve
only a faster and deeper nihilist self-destruction, impacting most of all Western societies.
Because the major Asian opponents, who are necessarily watching these maneuvers, have already
organized enough means to limit the damage in their areas of influence, and they have taken their
precautions to infiltrate several of their semi-public intervenors among the western operators of
Cyber-polygon 2021, such as Huawei for China and Sberbank Bank for Russia, able if necessary to
distort the rogue operation from the inside.
Beyond the appearances of bad farce, since this constitutes a disastrous mixture of genres, both
grotesque and tragic, on a backdrop of wicked duplicity, the logical outcome remains that the scorpion can sting himself to death in a final attack of madness. Otherwise, the big legitimate opponents
will have to resolve, willy-nilly, to euthanize it once and for all, in the general interest of the peoples.
In any case, the second half of 2021 will open the curtain on a great denouement.
So let’s continue to monitor this situation closely, without demobilizing ourselves. See you soon.
MC

+ IMPORTANT ANEX NOTE : clarification concerning the sY militant phenomenon
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